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ðDon’tÞ Write My Lips:
Interpretations of the
Relationship between
German Sign Language and
German across Scales of
SignWriting Practice

Erika Hoffmann-Dilloway, Oberlin College

ABSTRACT
Perceptions of boundaries between communicative codes and the modalities through which

they are produced and perceived are mediated by social actors’ particular communicative
repertoires and histories. I focus in particular on how the affordances of SignWriting ðSWÞ,
a writing system for sign languages that has been adapted in Germany to additionally in-

scribe the physical movements by which spoken languages are produced, reveal and affect
users’ diverse interpretations of the relationship between German Sign Language ðDGSÞ
and German. I examine the production and interpretation of DGS SW texts on two different

scales: a classroom in Germany and a transnational, multilingual online network of Sign-
Writers with whom classroom participants engage.

Linguistic anthropologists have long been sensitive to the fact that bound-

aries between linguistic codes are not given but are ideologically and in-

teractionally mediated ðe.g., Gumperz 1958; Irvine andGal 2000Þ. Through
an analysis of how perceived boundaries between German Sign Language ðDeut-
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sche Gebärdensprache, or DGSÞ and German shift within and across several sites

and scales of signing practice, this article argues for attention to how likewise

mediated perceptions of boundaries between communicative modalities affect

and are affected by assessments of the boundaries between codes.

I focus on perceptions of the relationship between a spoken and signed

language because both popular and scholarly discussions of these types of

languages often explicitly center on modality in either accounting for differ-

ences or masking similarities between them.1 Spoken languages are typically

framed as sound based ðe.g., Saussure ½1906–11� 1986Þ, in contrast with visual

signed languages ðe.g., Vediz 1912Þ. However, this dichotomy erases the now

well-established importance of visual modalities ðsuch as cospeech gestureÞ in
the performance of “spoken” languages ðe.g., McNeill 1985; Gullberg 1998;

Kendon 2008; Streeck et al. 2011Þ, ignores the ways in which signers can en-

gage sound as a semiotic resource ðe.g., Friedman and Helmreich 2012Þ, and
downplays the overlapping kinesthetic processes through which each type of

language is performed. Thus, as a recent body of literature has begun to make

clear ðe.g., Clements 1985; Meier et al. 2002; Enfield 2004, 2009; Vermeer-

bergen et al. 2007Þ, comparisons between signed and spoken languages that fail

to take into account the multimodal “ecologies” through which each code is

performed and perceived miss relevant points of overlap or difference between

these languages.

A simplistic code-modality mapping is likely an artifact of the ways in which

both academic and popular beliefs about language broadly have been informed

by written language in particular. Earlier studies of spoken languages ignored

phonetic, phonological, and gestural information not represented in alpha-

betic writing systems ðTedlock 1983; Farnell 1995; Duranti 1997Þ, while much

work on sign languages relied on spoken language glosses that obscure the

formal properties of signing and hinder comparison across signed, and be-

tween signed and spoken, languages ðsee Pizzuto and Pietrandrea 2001; Pizzuto

1. For example, as Vermeerbergen et al. ð2007Þ note, linguists studying sign languages often felt that spoken
languages were linear, while signed languages involved simultaneity in articulation—a difference attributed
to modality differences ðe.g., Stokoe 1960Þ. This differentiation seems to have been overstated; work on
autosegmental phonology ðGoldsmith 1976; Clements 1985Þ shows that phonemic features can spread across
segments, making it clear that audible language can also involve simultaneity. Similarly, linguists studying
sign languages have argued that their structure involves more linear sequentiality than had been attributed to
them earlier ðe.g., Sandler 1989; Perlmutter 1992Þ. Despite this weakening of the modality-driven formal divide,
many scholars still assume that sign languages have greater scope to incorporate simultaneity due to the
multiple visible articulators they employ ðeyes, face, body shifts, as well as two handsÞ. This, however, only
serves as an appropriate contrast if the multimodality of spoken language practice ðwhich systematically
includes gesture, eye gaze, etc.Þ is ignored ðStreeck et al. 2011Þ.
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et al. 2006 for critiques of this approachÞ. In the case under examination here,

I focus on how the affordances of SignWriting, a newly adopted script for

writing sign languages—adapted in Germany to inscribe the physical move-

ments by which spoken languages are produced as well—affects users’ inter-

pretations of code and modality boundaries between DGS and German.

Originally derived from dance notation, SW is a feature-based writing sys-

tem that can iconically represent hand shape, location, orientation, and move-

ment, as well as facial expressions, postural shifts, mouth movements, and other

aspects of a bodily communicative ecology. The system’s flexibility has allowed

signers from around the world to adapt SW to represent their particular sign

languages.2 Small groups of SignWriters from over thirty countries are creat-

ing texts in their respective sign languages, in a range of genres, and using them

in local contexts such as schools, churches, and research institutions. While

local communities of users tend to be quite small, with roughly one to twenty

people in a given place,3 many SignWriters participate in multilingual, trans-

national online networks, such as listservs dedicated to the circulation and dis-

cussion of SW texts. As a consequence, despite the relatively small number of

users, the social life of this writing system takes place in both local contexts

and on a wide, if circumscribed, global scale.

Though, as mentioned above, it is possible to write the movements by which

speech is produced with SW, most SignWriters use the system exclusively for

writing sign languages. However, SignWriting has been adapted to write Ger-

man as well as DGS in the Landesbildungszentrum für Hörgeschädigte ðNa-
tional Training Center for the Hearing ImpairedÞ in Osnabrück, Germany. In

an experimental program in this school, a single teacher, Stefan Wöhrmann,

offers three groups of deaf students instruction in DGS, German, German lit-

eracy through German orthography and SW, and DGS literacy through SW.

I conducted ethnographic research in this classroom during the summers of

2010 and 2012, observing and participating in lessons, creating a corpus of

roughly twenty hours of video recorded classroom interactions, and conduct-

ing interviews. I was able to observe three classes of students—a group of six

ðages seven to tenÞ who first joined the class in the 2011–12 school year; a

middle cohort of five ðin their early teensÞ who had been participating in the

2. Sign languages vary in the ways in which they draw on bodily movements to generate linguistic meaning.
In its goal of accommodating all sign languages, SW is comparable to the International Phonetic Alphabet.

3. Though its use is growing, SW does not currently enjoy widespread acceptance in most signing
communities, where members may not feel that writing their sign language is necessary or, if it is, that SW is the
most appropriate tool for the purpose. For more on these issues, see Hoffmann-Dilloway ð2011Þ.
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class for roughly five years; and an original group of students, ages eighteen to

twenty, who had been working with Wöhrmann for about eight to ten years.

As result of prior isolation from accessible language, students typically enter

the class with diverse but often extremely “truncated” communicative reper-

toires ðBlommaert and Backus 2011Þ. In order to accommodate these students,

classroom practices involve a great deal of “chaining” ðHumphries and Mac-

Dougall 2000Þ, that is, pointed combination and juxtaposition of codes and

modalities ðincluding scriptsÞ to allow students to draw on the semiotic forms

they already control in their efforts to acquire new linguistic resources, in-

cluding literacies. In describing these practices I focus in particular on how the

use of SignWriting to inscribe both DGS and German becomes a pedagogical

tool for highlighting iconic resemblances between mouthings ðlip movements

phonologically, morphologically, and prosodically incorporated into many

DGS lexical signsÞ and the mouth movements by which German words are

pronounced. Through the production and comparison of SW texts, formal

resemblances between these practices are framed as productive points of bi-

valency between the codes and the channels through which they are pro-

duced and received.

However, as the students’ repertoires expand they are increasingly encour-

aged, through all-German and all-DGS sessions, to adapt their signing, speak-

ing, and writing practices to conform to locally salient expectations about ap-

propriate boundaries between codes and the modalities ðincluding scriptsÞ with
which they are associated. Among other things, this process includes using SW

as a means of highlighting formal differences between mouthings in DGS and

the pronunciation of German words. For example, Wöhrmann distinguishes

two subscripts for writing mouth movements in SW texts: Mundbilder in Ge-

baerdenSchrift ðmouth pictures in SignWritingÞ are used when writing DGS

to inscribe only externally visible mouth movements, while MundbildSchrift

ðmouth picture writingÞ is used when representing the full set of visible exte-

rior and invisible interior mouth movements involved in voicing German words.

I then focus on what happens when class participants engage with SW users

from other countries by circulating written DGS texts online. Members of the

SW listserv, from highly diverse sociolinguistic backgrounds, frame boundaries

between signed and spoken codes, and the modalities through which they are

performed and perceived, in varying ways. For many participants, representa-

tions of mouthings in DGS SW texts—even those written with Mundbilder in

GebaerdenSchrift, which locally distinguish these forms from German—are em-

blematic of spoken language and the oppression of d/Deaf signers by the dom-
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inant hearing population.4 Drawing on seven years of participant observation

on the SW listserv, I analyze the debates that divergent interpretations of the

DGS texts engender among participants. In addition to further highlighting

the ideologically mediated nature of perceived boundaries between codes and

modalities, these discussions also reflect and produce different ways of imag-

ining boundaries between both hearing and d/Deaf populations and between

different d/Deaf populations within what is often imagined as a global “Deaf

world” ðLane 2005Þ. While a unified Deaf world is a common concept in Deaf

studies and one deployed by some listserv participants, the circulation and

discussion of SW texts function as a process by which certain written forms are

“reanalyzed . . . as behaviors capable of indexing stereotypic characteristics of

incumbents of particular interactional roles and of relations among them,”

or “enregistering” indexical icons of geographic and social difference within

that world ðAgha 2007, 55Þ.
In addition to providing ethnographic data about an underdescribed writing

system and social network, I see this project more broadly as an attempt to re-

spond to work calling for the investigation of the whole ecology of sign systems

used by social actors in contextualized interaction ðe.g., Heath 1983; Streeck

et al. 2011Þ, the exploration of how these sign systems become subject to lin-

guistic and semiotic ideologies ðe.g., Irvine and Gal 2000; Keane 2003; Gershon

2010Þ, and the understanding of the processes by which novices are socialized

into these interactive practices and ideological perspectives ðe.g., Haviland 2000;

Tulbert and Goodwin 2011Þ.

Osnabrück
Deaf education in Germany is known for its focus on oralism—that is, on

teaching deaf students to read lips and speak and write German, while often

framing sign language as an impediment to this goal and discouraging its use

ðMonaghan 2003Þ. Since cochlear implants have become widely available, this

focus on spoken language has become more entrenched, even as the European

Union of the Deaf has worked to promote the recognition of sign language as

a fundamental right for d/Deaf Europeans.5 However, it is sometimes the case

4. I follow the widespread convention, often seen on SignWriting listservs, of writing the word deaf
ðlowercaseÞ to indicate the inability to hear and Deaf ðwith a capital DÞ to indicate identification as a member of
a signing community. In cases in which I refer to a group or situation in which both aspects of d/Deafness
are relevant, I use mixed case ðd/DeafÞ. My use of this convention should not be taken to imply that I view this
binary as universally adopted by signers or as relevant in the same ways across social contexts.

5. Cochlear implants are electronic devices surgically implanted behind the ear. They do not restore hearing
but provide an electronic substitute that can be processed by the brain with varying results for the acquisition of
linguistic and communicative competence ðSpencer 2004Þ.
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that profoundly deaf students in oral programs that discourage the use of sign

languages do not acquire a reasonable degree of competence in spoken or writ-

ten language despite intensive surgical and pedagogical interventions ðe.g., Peter-
son 2004; Spencer 2004Þ.

In Osnabrück’s National Training Center for the Hearing Impaired, only

when the oral approach was deemed to have failed did the students I observed

join Stefan Wöhrmann’s DGS-medium classroom. Students typically did not

join the class until they were age seven or older—by which time most were

suffering from their extended linguistic isolation. However, though incoming

students to the class had in common the fact that, due to unsuccessful oral ped-

agogies, they had lacked access to “comprehensive language learning” ðBlom-

maert and Backus 2011, 11Þ, they came to the class with highly diverse com-

municative repertoires.

“Repertoire,” a concept initially outlined by Gumperz ð½1972� 1986Þ and

Gumperz and Hymes ð1982Þ and recently updated by Blommaert and Backus

ð2011Þ, refers to the ever-changing “functionally distributed patchworks of

competences and skills” derived from “subjects’ engagement with a broad variety

of groups, networks, trajectories, tactics and technologies.” Elements in such

repertoires are derived “from fully formal language learning to entirely informal

‘encounters’ with language” resulting in “different degrees of knowledge of lan-

guage, from very elaborate structural and pragmatic knowledge . . . to elementary

recognition” ðBlommaert and Backus 2011, 2Þ. This framework, which helps

subvert the tendency to assume that when speakers or signers have a language

in their repertoire they have access to some totalizing whole, is necessary in

accounting for all persons’ repertoires, but its value is especially visible in eth-

nographic contexts such as the ones described in this article.

Though isolated from regular exposure to an accessible sign language before

coming to this class, all the students had experienced some “ephemeral and re-

stricted” ðBlommaert and Backus 2011, 4Þ forms of language learning, which

may have included home signs ðidiosyncratic systems of gestural communica-

tion developed with hearing interlocutors in the home and derived from the

accessible visual modalities involved in spoken language practice, such as ges-

tureÞ and possibly some DGS acquired in school dormitories and other infor-

mal social spaces. Some also entered with limited control of a spoken language;

for example, some students had begun to acquire spoken German before being

deafened and retained some knowledge from that experience. Most had re-

ceived cochlear implants, and though the outcomes had not been considered

successful in these students, the devices had conveyed varying degrees of ac-
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cess to spoken German. In some cases, their control of German was derived less

from sound than from oralist training in lip reading and the conscious ma-

nipulation of the vocal tract to produce speech and thus had experienced Ger-

man as a visual and kinesthetic, if not aural, phenomenon. More than half of

the students in the class were from families in which Turkish or another lan-

guage was spoken at home and initially had better, though still limited, control

of that language than of German. The students had all received some German

literacy instruction, though few had acquired significant literacy skills before

entering the class.

Despite these “encounters with language” ðBlommaert and Backus 2011, 2Þ,
Wöhrmann reports that many incoming students came to the class with very

little linguistic and pragmatic communicative competence. For example, one

boy, age seven when he joined the class, responded indiscriminately to all com-

municative overtures by loudly stating his name, Jan.6 Wöhrmann also reports

that, in addition to exposing students like Jan to accessible linguistic forms,

it was necessary to socialize them to communicative and interactive practices

most teachers can take for granted in their students.7 For example, he notes that

many of his incoming students failed to use other people as communicative

resources. Upon realizing that this might be the case, Wöhrmann would send

the student out of the room and then hide one of his or her belongings, such as

a backpack, in sight of the remaining students. Many of the students, on re-

turning, would first look for the item without enlisting the aid of those who

had been present when it was hidden. To encourage such students to see their

classmates as communicative partners, Wöhrmann would encourage a peer to

guide the child to the missing item and then repeat this activity until the stud-

ent in question began to proactively seek this assistance.8

Only one student entered the class with linguistic and communicative com-

petence comparable to hearing age peers: Selma, the only deaf member of the

class born to deaf signing parents. As Wöhrmann recalls, “she has deaf parents,

deaf grandparents, deaf great-grandparents, and so on for some number of

generations. So she had access to a sign language from the time when she was

a baby, and when she comes to school she is able to think about the things that

are going on like a hearing child ðe.g., as a child exposed to language from

6. All students’ names have been changed.
7. Even as all students are, to varying degrees of success and with different social effects, socialized to

“school language,” genres, registers, and interactive styles specific to their schooling institution ðHeath 1983;
Collins and Blot 2003Þ.

8. A growing body of research suggests that difficulty with “Theory of Mind” tasks often characterizes late
learners of a first language ðe.g., Peterson 2004; Schick et al. 2007Þ.
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birthÞ.” Wöhrmann recalls that as he worked to bring her classmates’ commu-

nicative skills to a level appropriate for the class activities, “constantly she was

looking at me like ½imitates a “bored” face� and I all the time had to say ‘calm

down calm down, we have to be patient.’ ” This contrast is consistent with the

literature observing that d/Deaf children of d/Deaf signers, who have had access

to language from birth, do not suffer the same social, linguistic, and cognitive

delays as deaf peers born to hearing parents and not exposed to an accessible

language from birth. As this makes clear, the deficits described above do not

arise from the inability to hear but rather from the socially contingent isolation

from interactive language use this often entails.

Classroom Practices
Once incoming students were immersed in a signing environment, they rap-

idly began to acquire DGS skills and were able to parlay these into the study of

German and of literacies. By the end of their first year in the class, all of the

students’ repertoires had expanded considerably, if not uniformly.9 In this sec-

tion I describe how, through a range of classroom activities, Wöhrmann seeks

to help his first-year students forge iconic and indexical associations between

signed, spoken, and written forms in order to facilitate the continued expan-

sion of their repertoires. These practices have been described in the literature

on d/Deaf educational pedagogies as “chaining” ðHumphries and MacDougall

2000Þ: the juxtaposition of semiotic elements drawn from different codes and

modalities as a means of “emphasizing, highlighting, objectifying and gener-

ally calling attention to equivalencies ðor differencesÞ between languages” ðRam-

sey and Padden 1998; Humphries and MacDougall 2000, 90Þ.10
I begin with a transcription of a typical moment of classroom interaction

in 2012 among the youngest class of six boys. On the afternoon I describe, the

students had been participating in the class for about nine months. When the

video from which this transcript is derived was recorded, the students had

just returned from recess. Wöhrmann gave the children a moment to change

their shoes ðthey wear fuzzy slippers, often decorated with amusing characters,

9. However, they remained behind their age peers in German and literacy skills, likely due to their late
first-language exposure.

10. Chaining practices often draw on the affordances of writing to facilitate the objectification and discussion
of forms. However, they also highlight the fact that literacy events are embedded in talk and action ðHeath 1983Þ.
Further, chaining can also be accomplished using only relatively evanescent signs and utterances: semiotic forms
in these modalities can also be “entextualized,” transformed from an instance of discourse into a text that can
be detached from its initial context of utterance, objectified, replicated, and analyzed ðUrban 1996, 21Þ.
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rather than street shoes, in the classroomÞ, stop roughhousing, and settle into

their seats. He then indicated that they should quiet down; this group of chil-

dren vocalized a great deal, as they had recently been embedded in oral class-

rooms that sought to train them to use vocalizations as their primary commu-

nicative channel. Many continued to habitually use their voices to pronounce

German words, to provide additional prosodic emphasis while signing, or as an

attention-getting mechanism. For example, the students often loudly voiced

phonologically varying approximations of the target, “Herr Wöhrmann! Herr

Wöhrmann!”—while also waving their hands or jumping up and down—to

get their teacher’s attention and to vie for a turn in class exercises. The tran-

script begins after Wöhrmann had called the class to order and responded to

their attention-getting bids by selecting a particular child to come to the com-

puter at the front of the classroom.

In the following transcript of the resulting activity, I represent audible com-

ponents of interactions through German orthography or IPA when appro-

priate. I represent visual components of interactions using SW and also re-

produce the SW texts the students produced in class. I realize that most readers

will not be familiar with this writing system, and, while space does not allow

a complete description here, I offer a few details that, together with my analy-

sis of the transcript, should orient readers sufficiently.11 SignWriting is written

from the expressive rather than receptive perspective, that is, from the view-

point of the person producing the signs rather than from the viewpoint of

someone watching the signer. Though written in vertical columns in many

sites of SW use, here the system is most frequently written from left to right.

Representations of hand shapes in SW are constructed by combining symbols

that iconically represent the configurations of the hands. Orientation of the

hand is “encoded through the shading of the hand shapes; white indicating

the palm of the hand, black indicating the back of the hand. Orientation is

further expressed by the use of a broken line through the handshape to indi-

cate that the sign should be read as oriented to a horizontal plane, while lack

of this line indicates that the hand should be read as occupying a vertical plane.

There are no separate symbols for location. Rather, in map-like fashion, the

system reproduces on small scale the physical relationships that inhere in the

11. Interested readers can visit http://www.signwriting.org for more information. The SignWriting script
was first invented by Valerie Sutton in 1974, in collaboration with the Deaf Action Committee for SignWriting
from 1988 to the present. The International SignWriting Alphabet 2010 is an established World Script, ISO
15924-Sgnw-095.
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actual performance of the sign” ðHoffmann-Dilloway 2011, 350Þ. Also included
in SW are a range of symbols representing “detailed movement, different kinds

of contact between hands and other body parts ðe.g., striking, holding, brush-
ing, and rubbingÞ, facial expressions, mouth movements, postural shifts, tim-

ing, and emphasis” ð350–51Þ.
SignWriters choose howmuch and what type of detail to represent in a given

text, depending on their analysis of what aspects of a signing ecology are sig-

nificant in general or for a text of a particular genre. For example, while detailed

representations of eye gaze might be deemed a necessary component in a text

representing a signed storytelling session ðHoffmann-Dilloway 2011Þ, the SW
documents produced in the interaction presented below belong to a genre of

worksheets designed to juxtapose DGS and German and focus less on elements

important in the coordination of signing interactions in context than on fea-

tures deemed of interest in comparing simple, decontextualized sentences from

each language. As the reader will notice, mouth movements are highly salient in

these texts, and Mundbilder appear prominently in multiple overlapping head

circles read from left to right.

Wöhrmann selected Ulf, whom he considered the student with the greatest

control of both spoken and written German, from among the students. Ulf

came to the front of the room and seated himself at the computer, which was

open to the Delegs ðDeutsch lernen mit GebärdenSchrift—learn German with

SignWritingÞ program. This program, which facilitates the quick generation of

documents that compare DGS and German texts, has been recently developed

by members of the German IT company CI WPS GmbH and the University of

Hamburg, in consultation with Wöhrmann.

Line 1.—After Ulf was seated, Wöhrmann asked him to write a DGS sen-

tence and gave him the following prompt:12

Visual channel:

Aural channel: Auto gelb.

12. An English gloss for this sentence is “Car yellow,” and a translation is “The car is yellow.”
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Line 2.—Ulf, looking at Wöhrmann, repeated the utterance:

Visual channel:

Aural channel: Auto gelb.

Line 3.—Ulf began to type on the computer’s keyboard, which featured the

Latin alphabet adapted for German orthography. He hesitated as he begin to

type and, again looking at Wöhrmann, performed hand shapes representing

the Latin alphabet letters a and u, while voicing the sounds associated with

these letters in this combination in spoken German:

Visual channel:

Aural channel: a

Line 4.—Nodding, Wöhrmann pronounced the second syllable of the word:

Visual channel:

Aural channel: to

Reassured, Ulf slowly, with one finger, typed first “Auto” then “gelb” into the

Delegs computer program. Entering these German words brought to the screen
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a wide range of preloaded DGS lexical items rendered in SW.13 The system

allows a user to choose the renderings appropriate to their needs ði.e., inflected
for grammatical or contextual appropriatenessÞ. If no existing sign meets the

user’s needs, a new entry can be written and loaded into the system.

Line 5.—Ulf selected his signs and then displayed via an overhead projector

the following sentence, in which SW appears on the upper line and the German

glosses he entered to access the signs are visible below:

Then Ulf returned to his seat.

Line 6.—Another student, Deniz, whose control of both DGS and German

is weaker than the others’, was called to the computer and asked to translate the

sentence into German. After Deniz was seated he turned to look imploringly at

his classmates. Several of them signed and voiced the following loudly and in

unison:

Visual channel:

Aural channel: Das Auto ist Gelb!

13. While SW can be written from scratch through a computer program or by hand, SW is much faster to
read ðthe many details can be taken in holisticallyÞ than to write. The preloaded options in Delegs save time
in the classroom. These options were written and loaded into the program by Wöhrmann and by members
of the older classes.
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Line 7.—Having elicited this prompt, Deniz turned to the keyboard. After a

fairly long period of one-fingered typing, with pauses for reflection, Deniz

projected his sentence below Ulf’s, as shown:

This image remained projected on the screen as the class went on to discuss

points of difference or similarity between the sentences. On this occasion, the

conversation focused in particular on the presence of an article and copula in

the German example and their absence in the DGS.14

This classroom interaction involved chaining practices similar to those de-

scribed in the literature ðPadden and Ramsey 1999; Bagga-Gupta 2000; Hum-

phries and MacDougall 2000Þ: several iterations of the “same” sentence in DGS

and German, spatiotemporally adjacent or simultaneous, each performed across

14. One of the major hurdles for deaf children learning German is that the language is highly inflectional,
with three grammatical genders and four cases. German sentences, unlike DGS, include articles, which are
inflected for gender, case, and number. As Gisela Szagun ð2004, 2Þ notes, German articles are characterized by a
low degree of “perceptual discriminability” of many forms ðe.g., den and dem or ein and einemÞ, may “merge
with prepositions and thus may become hard to distinguish” ðe.g., zumÞ, and feature pervasive “ambiguity of
form–function mapping” ðe.g., “nominative and accusative feminine—die, eine—as well as nominative and
accusative neuter—das, ein—are formally identical”Þ. Even hearing children, who are exposed to the use of
these terms in daily speech and can learn the inflections through gradually developed indexical associations are
nevertheless relatively slow to acquire the ability to produce these forms correctly ðe.g., Czepluch 1996Þ.
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multiple modalities. For example, in the prompts for each sentence ðlines 1, 2,
and 6Þ both the DGS and German sentences were simultaneously voiced and

signed. This practice is referred to in the literature on deaf education as “si-

multaneous communication.” Because the grammatical structures of spoken

and signed languages diverge, it is often impossible to produce both languages

simultaneously without allowing the grammatical structure of one code to dom-

inate. In these instances, in framing these utterances as DGS or German, the mo-

dality of production was less important than the presence or absence of gram-

matical structures associated with each code. Accordingly, the first prompt was

framed as DGS, despite the presence of voiced German lexical items, while the

second was framed as German, despite the presence of DGS lexical items ðand
some manual signs not part of DGS, created by educators to manually convey

aspects of German grammar—e.g., articles—not found in DGSÞ. The manual

component of the utterance in line 6 is referred to as Signed German ðLaut-
sprachbegleitende Gebärden, or LBGÞ. While in some educational contexts such

codes, developed by hearing educators to convey spoken language structures

through visual channels, are considered “sign language” ðmodality trumping

structureÞ, in this class LBG is treated as German ðstructure trumping modal-

ityÞ.
As in many other educational contexts involving chaining practices, finger-

spelling plays a role here in mediating between the sign language and the written

form of the spoken language. When Ulf requests and receives help in spelling

Auto ðlines 3 and 4Þ, he draws on a system of manual signs used to represent the

letters in German’s alphabetic writing system. Such systems, in many contexts

invented and introduced to deaf signers by hearing educators, have been deeply

incorporated into some sign languages. For example, in addition to being used to

manually spell words from a spoken language, in some languages fingerspellings

have been productively incorporated into signed morphology in coining “ini-

tialized” signs in which the sign’s hand shape is derived from the fingerspelled

alphabet ðoften the letter with which an associated spoken language word be-

ginsÞ. Native signers may grow up performing fingerspellings as part of their

signing practice before they realize that, or how in particular, they may be linked

to the written form of a spoken language ðPaddden and LeMaster 1985; Padden

1991Þ. The status of fingerspellings in such sign languages ðas “belonging” to the
sign language, spoken/written language, or bivalentÞ is often debated ðe.g.,
Battison 1978; Liddell and Johnson 1989; Lucas and Valli 1992Þ. Fingerspellings
are far less incorporated into DGS, however, so that for members of this class-

room they are, like LBG, ideologically framed as German in a manual form.
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In this section I focus on two interrelated ways in which practices in this

classroom diverge from extant descriptions of chaining practices in d/Deaf ed-

ucation: the use of SW to write both DGS and German, and the effects of this

practice on perceptions of the relationships between mouthings and the spoken

and signed languages. As mentioned above, mouthings are lip movements per-

formed while signing that can be taken to resemble the act of pronouncing a

spoken language word.15 Though there was variation in the DGS and German

language competencies within and across the cohorts I observed, all the students

regularly performed mouthings when signing. Students with more residual hear-

ing, more control of German, and more experience with intensive oral training

were more likely to voice mouthings ðas seen in line 2 of the transcriptÞ, but
mouthings were more frequently unvoiced in DGS practice.

There is often semantic congruency between the DGS signs in which mouth-

ings are performed and the German word the pronunciation of which they

resemble ðEmmorey at al. 2005; Baker and van den Bogaerder 2009; Bank et al.

2011Þ. The fact that DGS grammatical and morphological constructions often

differ from German means that mouthings follow DGS rather than German

grammatical structure when these diverge. Mouthings typically only resemble

the root of spoken language words—grammatical inflections usually occur in

the signed component of the discourse. In addition, as with initialized signs in

languages that more fully incorporate fingerspelling, mouthings often function

as a ðvisualÞ phonological element that distinguishes between minimal pairs of

signs. In some cases, mouthings may be an obligatory component of a sign, while

in others signers have stylistic freedom in whether to mouth or how much to

mouth in performing a given sign ðe.g., a signer may only mouth the first sylla-

ble of the potentially associated wordÞ ðBoyes-Braem 2001; Hoenburger and

Happ 2001Þ.
Knowing that I came from the United States, and knowing that mouthings

are not generally thought to be as integrated into signing practices there as they

are in Germany, Wöhrmann and his students often explicitly pointed out to

me the role that mouthings played in their signing practice. They especially en-

joyed examples of minimal pairs of signs distinguished only by mouth move-

ments that would cause confusion or embarrassment if mixed up. For example,

the sign for the town Darmstadt and the sign for pubic hair ðSchamhaarÞ were
identical except for the mouthings ðsee fig. 1Þ. ðOf course, context would—
hopefully!—suffice to clarify which sign was meant.Þ

15. The literature distinguishes between mouthings and “mouth gestures,” or mouth movements involved
in signing that do not appear to have any relation to a spoken language form ðe.g., Schermer 1990Þ.
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As with fingerspelling, there is a great deal of debate in both the literature

and among signers about the nature of these movements in the sign languages

that incorporate them. Opinions range from framing mouthings as simulta-

neous code mixing to considering them fully lexicalized components of the

sign language ðBoyes-Braem 2001; Ebbinghaus and Hessmenn 2001; Hoen-

burger and Happ 2001; Bank et al. 2011; Mohr 2012Þ. Despite their different
claims, most scholars working on the topic have in common a focus on re-

solving the question at the level of the named sign language rather than at the

level of the individual signer. Further, many discussions of mouthings are in-

formed by an “implicit but widespread assumption that unvoiced mouthings

of signers actually link to the identical phonological information that under-

lines the voiced articulations of phonetic strings of the speakers of the host

spoken language” ðKeller 2001Þ. Both of these perspectives stem in part from

a broader tendency to treat abstractions of languages as totalizing wholes as

“a psychological reality at the level of the individual human being” ðBlommaert

and Backus 2011, 8Þ.
However, given the diverse repertoires of the deaf students in the class,

whether and how mouthings are semiotically related to spoken language words,

and what these connections are taken to signify about the relationship between

the codes, can vary. As Keller ð2001Þ suggests, the mouthings the students per-

formed were not always derived from underlying phonological knowledge of

the potentially associated German word. Wöhrmann observed that without ex-

ception his students acquired DGS vocabulary much more easily and quickly

than German vocabulary. As a result, when he first began to work with deaf

students he assumed that if the student did not know an associated German

word, they would not perform any mouthings when signing. He recalls discuss-

ing this assumption with a colleague who had more experience with mouth-

Figure 1. Mundbilder in GebaerdenSchrift inscriptions of the DGS signs DARMSTADT and
SCHAMHAAR
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ings, saying to her, “Oh, my kids don’t know the German words, so they can’t

do any mouthing.” However, she insisted that they would likely use mouthings

even if they did not know the potentially associated German term. This dis-

cussion led him to pay more attention to whether students with very little con-

trol of German mouthed.

He recalls, “I looked at them very carefully. Darya, with Russian parents,

was not able to understand many German words. I noticed that she just moved

her mouth in random ways when signing, for example, KATZE ðcatÞ. She didn’t
know the German word but nevertheless moved her mouth.” These mouth

movements did not initially resemble the act of pronouncing Katze, nor, he

observed, were they initially consistent across different instances of her pro-

duction of the sign. A signer with very little experience with German, Darya

may have been aware that the mouth movements were a component of her

peers’ signing but did not appear to have acquired the particular movements

others produced. However, Wöhrmann observed that over time Darya, and stu-

dents with similar trajectories, typically acquired the same mouth movements

as their peers.

However, consistently producing the mouthed elements of signs in ways that

formally resembled the act of pronouncing a German word did not guarantee

that a student could identify, through voicing, writing, or reading the particu-

lar German word in question. For example, during my 2010 visit the students

were involved in a study unit focusing on German cities—this is what led to the

Darmstadt and Schamhaar example mentioned above. After joking about this

minimal pair, the class moved into a broader discussion about the cities they had

visited. In the course of this class session, which involved translating the city

names from DGS to German, Wöhrmann discovered that several of the stu-

dents, whom he assumed had long connected the DGS signs for the cities to

their German names, could not in fact voice or identify them correctly in written

form, despite performing the appropriate mouthings when producing the

signs; for such students the mouthings were phonologically incorporated into

DGS but were at most emblematically associated with German. However, that

class period’s subsequent creation of texts comparing SW and German ortho-

graphic renderings of the city names, and discussion of mouthings as a point of

resemblance between them, furthered Wöhrmann’s pedagogical goal of fram-

ing mouthings as a productive point of bivalency between codes.

Variations in the interpretations of mouthings are likewise evident in line 1

of the transcript. In lines 2–5, Ulf demonstrates through signing, voicing, typing

in German, and selecting prewritten SW signs with Munbilder, that he is able
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to link the mouthings to both spoken and written German. Deniz then created

a German rendering, in both German orthography and SignWritten LBG, with

which Ulf’s sentence was compared ðline 7Þ. In addition to highlighting gram-

matical differences between the codes, this comparison had the potential to

highlight iconicity between the mouthings in the DGS signs for AUTO and GELB

and the visible component of pronouncing the associated German words. How-

ever, in the sentences projected on the board that afternoon, this iconicity was

only fully apparent regarding the sign and word AUTO/Auto. In constructing

the LBG component of his German sentence, Deniz chose from the Delegs

program a SW rendering of the sign GELB that included Munbilder for only

the first mouthed syllable of gelb. This would have been framed as simply a

stylistic choice if he, like Ulf, had been tasked with creating a DGS sentence.

However, his task was to produce a German sentence. While his sentence was

written correctly in German orthography, the SignWritten LBG component

of his sentence was incorrect in not reflecting all of the visible mouth move-

ments that would accompany the pronunciation of the word gelb.

Indeed,Wöhrmann has observed that somemembers of the youngest class do

not necessarily or consistently frame elements of their repertoires as belonging

to distinct codes. As the students’ repertoires expand, however, all-German and

all-DGS class periods began to socialize students to locally appropriate assess-

ments of boundaries between the codes and the modalities through which they

are produced and perceived. For example, in all-DGS class periods, vocaliza-

tions—including simultaneous voicing while performing DGS signs and the use

of voice as a prosodic or attention-getting resource—are forbidden. Students

who wish to use sound to attract their teachers’ attention are instead encouraged

instead to stomp their foot on the floor. When students forget and use their

voices, Wöhrmann ðor a peerÞ reminds them of the proscription by making a

gesture, resembling turning a lock in a keyhole, at the throat.

Concurrent with increased mapping of particular grammatical forms or

modalities onto distinct code-focused class sessions was an increased association

of each code with particular genres. For example, Wöhrmann is an avid and

skilled wildlife photographer. He frequently incorporates this hobby into his

pedagogy by using his photos as centerpieces for class activities. In DGS class

periods these images are often used as prompts for DGS storytelling sessions; for

example, a shot of a falcon feeding its baby may become the focus on an elab-

orate narrative about the birds. These sessions socialize students to a genre

important in Deaf German cultural life and provide an opportunity for meta-

linguistic discussion of DGS grammatical forms like classifiers. In German ses-
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sions, viewing a series of shots of different bird species becomes an opportunity

to expand the students’ German vocabulary.

Such curricular efforts to keep spoken and sign languages separate are of-

ten found in bilingual-bicultural approaches to d/Deaf education, where such

“border patrolling” is sometimes “zealously maintained” ðBagga-Gupta 2000,

103Þ. This may be in part a reaction to pedagogical approaches which treat

manual versions of spoken languages as sufficient exposure to “signed lan-

guage” and in so doing fail to expose deaf children to the structures of the

signed languages used by d/Deaf adults. However, as Bagga-Gupta ð2000, 114Þ
notes in her analysis of “visual bilingualism” in Swedish d/Deaf education,

written versions of a spoken language “often mediate the execution” of class-

room tasks even in sign language-only class periods; the presence of the spoken

language in this modality “is not focused upon” or “even recognized.” This may

in part result from the fact that a written version of Swedish Sign Language was

not available in the context she observed.

In the Osnabrück classroom, however, where SW is available, literacy events

in DGS class periods focus on reading and writing DGS with SW rather than

German texts. Conversely, in German classes, while German orthography plays

an important role, MundbildSchrift is also employed. Unlike the use of Mund-

bilder in writing visible mouth movements in DGS or LBG, MundbildSchrift

encodes the entire complement of movements, including those that take place

invisibly inside the vocal tract, involved in voicing German words. As an ex-

ample of the difference between Mundbilder and MundbildSchrift, compare

figure 2 below, which includes MundbildSchrift inscriptions of the German

words Darmstadt and Schamhaar, with the Mundbilder in GebaerdenSchrift

inscriptions of the DGS signs DARMSTADT and SCHAMHAAR in figure 1.

Thus, while chaining activities among the younger classes sought to high-

light the visible components of mouthing as a point of bivalency between DGS

Figure 2. MundbildSchrift inscription of the German words Darmstadt and Schamhaar
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and German in terms of both form, semantic meaning, and modality, the shift

to using MundbildSchrift in German classes and discouraging voicing in DGS

classes frames this bivalency as existing only on the visual, but not kinesthetic

or aural, modalities.

The SignWriting Listserv
Although there have recently been efforts to employ SW in adult d/Deaf literacy

classes in Hamburg, Wöhrmann’s class is currently the only group in Germany

who read and write DGS through SW on a daily basis. However, though DGS

is employed at a hyper-local scale within Germany, through engagement with

transnational online SSW networks, classroom participants can also participate

in SW literacy events that take place on a global but circumscribed scale. I now

explore the circulation and discussion of DGS SW texts online.

Differently positioned members of the classroom engage these networks in

different ways. Students do not typically participate on the listserv devoted to

the circulation and discussion of SW texts, as it is populated exclusively by adult

SignWriters. However, students do frequently explore the texts that SignWriters

from around the word have uploaded into what are called SignWriting Pud-

dles: databases including dictionaries, encyclopedias, and signed literature from

around eighty sign languages.16 The content in each of the Puddles is user gen-

erated. Members of the Osnabrück class themselves contribute much material to

the DGS Puddle.

Some students also communicate more directly with distant SignWriters.

For example, after the 9/11 attack in the United States, Selma wrote a letter in

DGS SW, accompanied by a picture she had drawn, and asked Wöhrmann to

forward it to Valerie Sutton, the creator of SW and a major presence on the

SW listserv ðfigs. 3–4Þ. After replying, Sutton posted Selma’s picture and text

on the SW website, as an example of the engagement between signers around

the world that Sutton hoped SW would help mediate.17 Indeed, because d/Deaf

communities in general are often relatively small and “geographically dispersed

throughout the majority hearing community” ðKeating and Mirus 2003, 693Þ,
many embrace the idea of a global Deaf world ðMonaghan 2003; Lane 2005Þ.
As Keating and Mirus ð2003Þ point out, the Internet affords increased oppor-

tunities for communicative engagements within and across d/Deaf social net-

works; the online circulation of SW texts is one such form of emerging trans-

16. These databases are called “Puddles” because they were initially developed by programmer Steve
Slevinski through his involvement in the group Pittsburgh United for Deaf Literacy ðPUDLÞ.

17. http://www.signwriting.org/forums/teachers/deafchild/.
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national d/Deaf sociality. For example, Sutton describes the Puddles and list-

serve as “Deaf cultures coming together through global communication.”

While the classroom’s children are not currently participants on the SW

listserv, Wöhrmann is one of its most active members. He has been engaged

with the list since he first learned of the existence SW at a conference in the late

1990s and often turned to list members for advice when first implementing SW

in his classroom. Now considered an expert himself, through engagement on the

list he has advised educators from a wide range of countries, such as Brazil and

Belgium.

While listserv members have in common an interest in using the SW system

to create, read, and discuss SW texts, and in connecting with a community of

fellow users, the diversity of communicative repertoires that characterized in-

coming students to the Osnabrück class is yet greater among listserv partici-

pants; d/Deaf and hearing teachers, students, poets, researchers, computer

programmers, and interpreters who hail from around thirty different countries

and who use a wide range of spoken and signed languages. The linguistic re-

sources in list members’ repertoires may or may not overlap and, accord-

ingly, members sometimes go to great lengths to communicate with each other.

Written English often functions as a lingua franca, though some members must

employ Google Translate to use this language—the ability to use this program

itself a resource in their repertoires. Others post in, for example, Italian, Portu-

guese, French, or German, and list members who do not command these lan-

guages likewise use Google Translate to participate in the discussion. There is

currently no equivalent of a Google Translate option for translating SW sign

language texts.However, one area in which all members’ repertoires overlap is in

the ability to “sound out,” or rather, “act out,” one another’s SW texts for form if

Figure 3. Drawing sent by an Osnabrück student to the inventor of SW
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not reference ðthough an accompanying translation of the content is usually

providedÞ. They may then comment on the writing style, which elements of a

signed communicative ecology the writer chose to encode, SW spelling choices,

and so on.

Sometimes participants will post videos of signing they are working to rep-

resent in writing to facilitate commentary on their rendering or to invite mem-

bers to produce alternative transcriptions. A common refrain on the list is

“Write what you see!” Members are aware, however, that “what participants

Figure 4. Letter accompanying the drawing sent by an Osnabrück student to the
inventor of SW. ðTranslation: Hello, Mrs. Valerie Sutton. I saw a film on television. I was
very frightened. Danny informed me. Then I also saw the film. The airplane flew into the
skyscraper. The skyscraper collapsed. There was dirt and smoke. There was also fire.
Did you see how the skyscraper collapsed?Þ
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see” is mediated by their particular repertoires, including assumptions about

what sign languages are and how they should be represented in writing. These

transcriptions then become fodder for making different metalinguistic and

metasemiotic assumptions more explicit and subject to discussion—discussion

of SW texts being the purpose of the list.

Mouthings, and the appropriateness of representing them in SW texts are a

frequent—and sometimes heated—topic of discussion on the list.18 For example,

in 2003, a member posted a Swiss German Sign Language ðDSGSÞ video of a

signer telling the story of Noah’s ark and asked for advice about rendering it

in SW. Like DGS, DSGS practice includes extensive mouthing. Sutton, who does

not know German or DSGS, transcribed a section. When she posted her text, she

noted that “the person who was signing was using a very ‘Deaf storytelling style’

and I bet she wasn’t thinking of spoken words . . . ðsoÞ I did not write every

detail of mouth movements.” Wöhrmann replied, “hm—you should not bet—

Of course she was thinking of spoken words . . . here are the ones I could see”

and provided a very extensive list of German words he identified in the mouth-

ings. As I argued above, without knowing more about the original signer’s rep-

ertoire we can’t guess she was “thinking”—this isn’t clear from the presence of

the mouth movements alone.19 What we can know is while the mouthings in the

video functioned semiotically as bivalent with German for Wöhrmann, for Sut-

ton, who is from the United States, is not accustomed to considering mouth-

ings part of American Sign Language ðASLÞ, and does not know German, the

mouth movements did not function referentially or in this case necessarily even

emblematically as German. As Wohrman put it, “we look at the mouth of the

signer, we see different things. Me as a fluent German speaker, I look and I see

‘ah, a German word!’ And you look and you just see mouth movements, and say

‘I see them open their mouth little bit and slightly put their tongue out and so

on.’”

The ability to identify discourse as belonging to a named language or lan-

guage family, even independently of the ability to understand its content, can

be an important part of social actors’ repertoires. Often this involves noticing

18. Awareness of and reactions to different writing styles may be heightened by the fact that SW is usually
read from the expressive rather than receptive viewpoint, perhaps increasing the degree to which readers ex-
perience themselves as the embodied origo of the sometimes socially indexically charged choices made by
writers in reading the texts.

19. While it might be assumed that the performance of mouthings without knowledge of the potentially
associated German word is only found among young signers still acquiring the language, anecdotal evidence
suggests that adult d/Deaf signers considered fluent likewise may perform mouthings without associating them
with particular German words.
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emblematic forms that, for a given interpreter, index a particular named code

ðalong with indexing other social connotationsÞ, as, for example, when certain

phonological features or contours of a script are taken as indexing a language

from a particular geographic region ðCollins and Slembrouk 2007Þ. Such em-

blematic forms can, in some cases, also serve to categorically exclude a stretch

of discourse from indexing a particular code. Some list members, who them-

selves did not know German but accepted Wöhrmann’s interpretation of the

DSGS mouthings as representing German words, took that to indicate that

the signing might not count as sign language per se, but perhaps as some form

of manually coded spoken language. Likewise, some members responded in

that way to the DGS texts entered in the Puddle and circulated online because

of the inclusion of Mundbilder.

While in Osnabrück the use of Mundbilder rather than MundbildSchrift dis-

tinguishes mouthings as DGS rather than German speech, many list partici-

pants from different sociolinguistic backgrounds have, in local practice, only

encountered mouthings in the context of oral education or as a form of “contact

signing”20 when interacting with hearing interlocutors not fluent in sign lan-

guage. Thus, some list members respond to German texts by interpreting the

representation of mouthings according to their own interdiscursive experiences

with similar forms. For example, one participant from the United States com-

mented that “you can’t ½mouth in English while signing ASL� because that is

not real ASL . . . it is something in between English and ASL . . . and there is

nothing wrong with that . . . but it is not pure ASL . . . you can’t mix the two . . .

and ASL definitely can stand alone without mouthing specific English words.”

Others argued that mouthing while signing may be performed in practice but

is a bad habit that should not be enshrined in writing. For example, one par-

ticipant wrote, “As one of the many learners who are practicing to eradicate

English lip patterns from their own ½signing�, I certainly wouldn’t introduce it

into my SignWriting!” Another wrote that if Wöhrmann chooses to mouth

movements through DGS, he must be educating his students in the oralist tra-

dition. Thus, for many listserv participants, performing and especially writing

mouthings is politicized as a metapragmatic affiliation with spoken language,

hearing interlocutors, or oralism.

In response to such comments, listserv members from Germany, Malta, Nor-

way, Brazil, and other places where mouthings are a common component of

signing practice have written to the list to explain why they see mouthing as in-

20. Contact signing is highly influenced by spoken language, which can serve to accommodate hearing
signers and/or to limit their access to sign language as used in all-d/Deaf interactions.
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tegral to their sign languages, most commonly providing examples in which

mouthings distinguish between minimal pairs and arguing that “without mouth-

ing, so many distinctions would be lost.” While some list members accepted

this argument, for some this “dependence” suggested a deficiency or lack of

development on the part of these sign languages. Other list members ob-

jected to this characterization, responding, for example, that choosing to write

mouthings indexes nothing but commitment to an accurate representation of

signing practice. For example, Wöhrmann wrote, “If DEAF persons sign with

these ½mouthingsÞ� in order to express their ideas in sign language there cannot

be a doubt that these ½movements� are indisputably a part of the language.”

Over the roughly fifteen years that the list has existed, this debate has played

out many times as new members join and encounter videos and texts rep-

resenting sign languages and ways of thinking about the nature of sign lan-

guages and SW texts that are unfamiliar to them.

However, just as the Osnabrück classroom activities described above affect,

as well as reflect, students’ interpretations of relationships between DGS, Ger-

man, and the modalities through which they are performed and perceived,

participation on the list likewise becomes a part of members’ interdiscursive

histories and can affect as well as reflect their perceptions of such boundaries.

Participating on the list expands members’ repertoires, not necessarily through

increased ability to produce or decode other signed languages, but in exposing

them to multiple possible interpretations of the semiotic and pragmatic sig-

nificance of forms like mouthings. In fact, more senior participants often re-

treat from the debates over mouthing, having become increasingly sensitive to

the mobility of semiotic resources across boundaries of code and modality, as

well as the mobility of these boundaries themselves as interpreted by differ-

ently positioned persons.

While for some participants the co-existence of multiple kinds of practices

and interpretations within a Deaf world remains as a problem to be resolved, not

only at the level of a particular named sign language but also for signed languages

in general, for many others encountering these differences of practice and in-

terpretation begins a process of enregisterment of these differences as iconic

indexes of linguistic and social distinctions between sign languages and signers,

and not simply between hearing and Deaf worlds. As a consequence, by bringing

into contact diverse signing publics through the circulation and discussion of

the SW texts, the practices described in this section semiotically facilitate both

the production of a global signing network and the relational production of dif-

ferent localities ðAppadurai 1996Þ within a Deaf world.
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Conclusion
Some approaches to understanding the complex relationships between codes

and modalities of communication do so through an analytical separation of

types of semiosis from the modalities through which they are materialized;

these approaches have yielded important insights in so doing ðe.g., Okrent
2002Þ. However, in contextualized interactions modality and semiosis cannot

be untangled: the media and channels through which semiotic forms are ma-

terialized are not incidental but themselves bear meaning for situated inter-

preters in ways that are not necessarily predictable ðe.g., Keane 2003Þ. Ac-
cordingly, this article has focused on how interpretations of the relationships

between both communicative codes, and the modalities through which they

are produced and perceived, are mediated by social actors’ particular commu-

nicative repertoires and histories, and has further explored some of the social

consequences resulting from differences in these interpretations. The inter-

discursive mediation and semiotic and pragmatic effects of such relationships

are particularly visible in ethnographic contexts, such as that described here, in

which a channel taken for granted in other contexts is unavailable ðhere, re-
ception of audible soundÞ or in which a previously unavailable medium is in-

troduced ðhere, a written form for sign languagesÞ. However, these issues are

relevant to all communicative interactions, and attention to them can enrich

our understanding of sociolinguistic contact more broadly.
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